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ABSTRACT



We are developing a mathematical model of force production in whole skeletal muscle using independent models of muscle fascicles and connective tissue (tendon and aponeurosis). The model was based upon Zajac's [l] basic threeelement design: active and passive elements for the fascicles and a single passive element for the combined tendon and aponeurosis. The data used for this model were recently collected from cat soleus and c o v d the entire physiological range of m o t h (ROM), including both shortening and lengthening vclccities. Novel features of this model include a short-range passive force resisting compression, a new normalization constant for connective tissue lengths to replace the potentially troublesome slack length, and a new length dependent term for lengthening velocities in the forcevelocity relationship. Both previously published and new equationz; "re compared to determine the "best-fit" equation for each of the functions in the model. INTROIXJCI'ION Mathematical models of muscle force production help us to understand and ckvelop strategies for motor control, both for pure research and for clinical restoration of movement to paralyzed limbs through functional electrical stimulation (FES) [2]. Very few models, however, have been able to describe accuuakly the farce output under dynamic conditions for even the architecturally simple muscles. The problem with most models is that they do not adequately describe the full physiological range of kinematics (length and velocity) that muscles are known to undergo, which includes lengthening velocities. Those very few models that have attempted to describe a muscle under lengthening conditions [3,4,5] were based on fragmentary data. The present model inwirporates both prior and novel approaches to describe a muscle's response to activation under both passive and maxim'ally active conditions. METHODS



The model elements chosen for this study wefe suggested by Zajac [l] and m:shown schematically in Fig. 1. The model contains anatomically distinct elements with a series elastic element (SE)for the connective tissues and a passive elastic element @E) in parallel with an active contractile element (CE) ffar the muscle fascicles. The contractile element was asmned to be a function of three
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Tendon & ADoneurosis



Fig 1. Schematic of three element model: a series elastic element (SE)for the connective tissues and a passive elastic element (PE) in parallel with an active contractile element (a) for the fascicles. independent variables: P m (muscle fascicle activation), FL (isometric force-length curve), and FV (farce-velocity m e ) . The properties of all three elements were examined in this study. The tendon and aponeurosis were lumped together because it has been obsened that their properties are similar PI. Inclusion of the aponeurosis as a series elasticity is important because in highly pinnate muscles it can be quite long relative to the fascicles; ignoring it can lead to large errors in estimation of fascicle length and velocity [7]. Data from in vivo experiments on three soleus muscles from different cats (originally reported by Scott et al.[6]) were used as the basis to develop and test model relationships. The records consisted of connective tissue lengths, fascicle length (from which fascicle velocity was calculated) and muscle force. All data used in this study were obtained while the muscle was in a steady-state of activation at the end of a supra-maximaltetanic stimulus (400 ms train at 50 pps, 4x threshold applied to the muscle nerve), except for the FM curve which required all data collected throughout the rising phase of force production during a supra-maximal tetanic stimulus. Data used in this study was collected f" both passive and active wholemuscles over a range of isometric lengths and over a range of isovelocity trials at lengths within the anatomical range. The procedure for choosing the best fit equations for each of the curves involved two steps. First, comparisons were made between different equations by plotting the difference between each data point and the fitted curve as a function of the independent variable to i&nW any nonrandom distribution of errors. Second, comparisons were made of the total numerical emor produced by the different



fits.
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RESULTS Three novel features were found to be useful and so were included in this model. The inclusion in the PE of a short compression spring corrected the active FL relationship to reflect accurately the available forcegenerating elements. The addition of length as a variable in the lengthening half of the FV curve accounted for the observation that the active-lengthening and activeshortening regions of the FV curve cannot be scaled congruentl for all lengths. Lastly, a new normalization constant 2, (length at F, - maximal active isometric f m ) for connective tissue lengths replaced the traditional 1: (slack length), which is difficult to measure precisely. The complete set of equations tested are too numerous to include here, as are graphs of the fits and errors. The following are the %est-fit” equations chosen by the previously described methods for each model element. Fig. 2 shows two 3-dimensional plots of force as a function of fascicle length and velocity based upon the chosen equations (Fig. 2 A active force, Fig. 2B: total force).
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Fig 2. Force-Length-Velocity surfaces for muscle fascicles based upon equations listed above. A - active force surface. B - total (actiwwpassive) force surface. further developments: the verification of these equations (with different parameter values) for fast-twitch muscles, and the development of a model that can describe the kinetics of the activation process.
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(1) Fa(lT)=cT*lcT*h[exp[( l *kT - C ) +l



[I] F. E. Zajac, ‘‘Muscle and tendon: Properties, models, scaling and application to biomechanics and motor control”, In: CRC Critical Reviews in Biomedical Engineering, Anonymous Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press, (2) FPEl(l)=cl*kl*lnexp @;:)]+1}, 12 0.8 1990. [2] H. J. Chizeck. “Adaptive and nonlinear control methods for neuroprostheses”, In: Neural Prostheses: Replacing (3) F,(l) = cz*{exp[k,*(l I.)]- l},[3,5], I < 0.8 motor fiutction after disease or disability, eds. R. B. Stein, H. P. Peckham, and D. Popovic. New York (4) =(I) = e x d - a b H ’ } ,[81 oxford University Press, 1992.p~.298-328. [3] H.Hatze, A myocybernetic control model of skeletal muscle Biol Cybern, vol. 25, pp. 103-119, 1977. [4] I€ Mashima, K. Akazawa, H. Kushima, and K. Fujii, ‘The force-load-velocity relation and the viscous-like force in the fmg skeletal muscle” Jap J Physiol, vol. 22, p ~ 103-120,1972. . [5] W.S. Levhe, J. He, G. E. Loeb, A. J. Rindos, and J. L. E Weytjens, “An enhanced model of skeletal muscle (7)a, =p*P +q*l+r dynamics based on an analysis of mechanical stability” in progress. Note: I-fascicle length, v-fascicle velocity, iT-connective S . H.Scott and G. E.Loeb, ‘The effect of fascicle length tissue length. and velocity on force output of cat soleus muscle” submitted. DISCUSSION [AS. H. Scott and G. E. Loeb, “The mechanical propexties of the aponeurosis and tendon of the cat soleus muscle The model we have developed is superior to many during whole-muscle isometric contractions” (unknown), previous models because it describes force output over more voL 1995. of the kinematic conditions that occur physiologically. At present, the model describes the response of a homogenous [8] E. Otten, “A myocybemetic model of the jaw system of the rat”JNeur0sci Meth, vol. 21, pp. 287-302, 1987. slow-twitch muscle under passive and maximal tetanic e of shortening and the dynamic activation, whereas a practical model should be able to 191 A. V. Hill,‘ ~ heat constants of muscle” Proc R Soc Lond (Biol), vol. 126, describe the response of muscle with mixed fiber types at pp. 136195,1938. activation levels other than maximal. The extension of the present model to this more practical level thus awaits two
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